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Source Term Model Accuracy Evaluation in MELCOR Code 
Using International Standard Problem No.44 
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MELCOR 1.8.5 code for an integrated severe accident analysis in nuclear power plants has been employed to 
simulate the KAEVER test series白紙 wereproposed as experiments of Int町田tionalStandard Problem No.44 by 
OECD同CSNI.百lemain purpose of白isstudy is to evaluate血eaccuracy of the MELCOR aerosol model也at
calculates the aerosol distribution and sett1叩lentin a containment of the plant. For白is，them1al hy'的叫icconditions 
are simulated first for the whole test period， and也.enthe behavior of hygroscopic CsOH aerosols， which are 
predominant activity carriers in a release into the containment阻 d也.en凶.0environment， is compared between the 
experimental results and the code predictions.四.ecalculation results of vessel a'回 osphericconcen回.tionshow a good 
agre岨 .entfor wet aぽosolbut show a large difference for企yaerosol.刀ledifference in dry aerosol concentration is 
evaluated to be caused by血ehygroscopicity mode1 defects and modifying也es01曲，ilitye:ffect in hygroscopic aerosol 
p紅討.cles叩 hancω 也.eseresults. Improved techniques on aerosol behavior evaluation will result in more a心curate
source term to the en吋ronm聞1， which wo叫dcontribute again to the accident management and mitigation血 nucle訂
power plants. 
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1. Introduction 

During an unmitigated severe accident in a light water 

reactor (L WR) with c.ore melting， air-b.omefissi.on pr.oducts 
are released int.o仕lec.ontainment whi1e the c.ontainment 
building serves as a fina1 ba町iert.o the envir.onment. Effects 

.on l.ong-term aer.os.ol d叩leti.onin the L WR c.ontainment and 
als.o .ont.o the radi.oactive s.ource term are t.o be expected 

hereafter. The behavi.or .of the aer.os.ol after∞re melt and 

during the early phase .of an accident is determined by the 
physic.o-chemical aer.os.ol par鉱netersand it depends .on the 

aer.os.ol c.omp.onent and the therm.ohydraulic b.oundary 
c.onditi.ons. Recently， the OECD圃CSNIdecided t.o pr.oP.ose 
c.ontainment aer.os.ol behavi.or拙也.eIntemati.ona1 Standard 
Pr.oblem N.o.44 (ISP44i) via the .opening part .of也e

KAEVER (C.ore Melting Aer.os.ol Experiments) test data. The 

KAEVER給stexamines differences .on the behavi.or .of 

individual aer.os.ol c.omp.onents and aer.os.ol mixtures in an 

LWR∞ntainment in which the m.ost imp.ortant task was t.o 
determi即 位le aer.os.ol depleti.on r蹴 s under vari.ous 
therm.ohydrau1ic b.oundary c.onditi.ons. ISP44 pr.ogram is f.or 

dem.ons仕atingthe capabi1ity .of current ∞mputer codes like 
h屈 LCOR2>， CONTA町 3) and COCOSYS/ASTEC4) t.o 
m.odel and calcu1ate the aer.os.ol distributi.on and settlement in 

a c.ontainment .of the nuc1ear P.ower plant with su田cient

a∞ 首都:y.In tms study， simu1ati.ons f.or a K188 KAEVER 

.open test which田 edCsOH aer.os.ols have been d.one with 
MELCOR 1.8.5 c.ode. The K188 is sel郎知danlOng severa1 
.open ISP44 tests due t.o the fact that measurement data are 

avai1able f.or ahn.ost all .of the aer.os.ol test peri.od. 
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s. Experimental Task 

Fig. 1 Perspective View .ofKAEVER Test Vessel 

The KAEVER experimental pr.ogram has been pe由 rmed

in a medium-sized experim四 talplant (v.olume "" 10 m3) in 
Germany t.o get data .on the aer.os.ol behavi.or with well圃

defined thermal hydrau1ic b.oundary c.onditi.ons. The test 

c.ontainment C.onsists .of a cylinder with even企ontwalls， 
rectangular d.o.or .openings and sliding d.o.ors P.ositi.oned 
.outside (Fig. 1). The cylil1drical p制 is2500 mm l.ong and 
has an intema1 diameter .of 2090 mm and a wall thickness .of 
25 mm. The d.o.or .openings紅巳 800mm wide， 1900 mm high 

and have a wa11 thickness .of 37 mm. During steam 

c.ondensati.on， the c.ondensate accumulates .on the b.ott.om .of 

the cylindrical part and the c.ontact area between the SumP 
water and cylinder wall inαeases with increasing sump water 

mass. The inner企巴:ev.olume .ofthe c.ontainment is 10.595 m3• 

The cylinder and do.ors are heated and insulated. The fr.ont 
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waIls are insulated. The test scheme of the K188巴xperiment
is as follows: 

Test phases Activities Ener⑤F 

盟竺皇旦

Test vessel heat up I I 
and 目目

airremoval 日目

Steam 

PHASEI: 
Preconditiomng phase 

(Os) 

Phase II: (2l720s) 自 ffi1eCtlOns: Heat闘

11 

" Aerosol (29400s) " 11 
test " 

Depletion " " phas岳 " 回目

曹
(41400s) 

Phase-I: Precondi姐oningof the tesf vessel 
During this phase， the vesseI is f1ushed with steamフ and

eI切なicheating is applied to reach the set wall temperatures. 
The data acquisition system is not operated. Pre∞nditioning 
con出uesuntil quasi-stationary conditions are obtained. 

Phase-H: Execution of experiment 
The thermal同hydraulic conditions in the vessel are 

readjusted by controlled steam i吋巴ctionand electric heating 
(“heat iniection円)， in order to reach a quasi-stationary state 
that may differ企omthe final state of phase-I. Aerosols are 
then 吋ectedby turning on the induc討veheating of the 
aerosol generators until the material in th巴 cruciblesis 
completely evaporated圃 Theca汀iergas feed then stops. 
Finally， the depletion of aerosols is observed without further 
change in the injection or boundary conditions. Nitrogen is 
injected into the test vessel as carrier gas for the aerosol and 
as cleaning gas for th巴 tubesof the spectral photometer. At 
the fi1ter sampling station， withdrawal of the test vessel 
a伽lOsphereleads to a discharge of nitrogen which is 
measured. It is recomrnended to neglect the corresponding 
vapourm出 swithdrawal. The tempera旬reofthe environment 
(the room in which the vessel is located) is only measured 
once at the beginning ofthe experiment which was 180C and 
is kept constant throughout the experiment. The aerosol 
generation and injection is established by inductive heating 
of crucibles with evaporating materials and by ni仕ogen
carrier gas f10w to仕ansportthe condensation a巴rosolsinto 
the test vessel. The carrier gas f10w rate is monitored 
continuously. Filter samples企omthe aerosol injection line 
are taken several times and analys巴dfor concentration and 
size distribution. From mass balance analyses， m~りor
differences between the initial aerosol material mass in the 
crucibles， the injection mass derived企omthe measurem巴nts

in the injection lin巴， and the totaI mass deposited in the test 
V巴sselat the end of the experiment shows up， indicating the 
potential existence of large particles that are not properly 
detected by the measurement systems. Due to this 
observation and the discontinuous concentration data in the 
injection line， the time-dependent aerosoI injection rate is 
reconstructed from the vessel photometer data，組dadjusted 
by a constant factor to match the first filter sample 
concentration measurement in the test vessel. 

IU. MELCOR Calculation 

1. Thermal Hydraulics 
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Fig. 2 MELCOR Nodalization ofTest Vessel 

Figure 2 shows a MELCOR nodalization scheme with 5 
control volumes and 24 heat s仕uctures，which are employed 
to simulate the test vessel. In the employment， the cylindrical 
part of the test vessel is nodalized with thr巴巴 controlvolumes 
(upper cylinder region， lower cylinder region， and sump 
region)， the door part of the test vessel with two control 
volumes (left door region and right door region) and the 
environment with one time-independent control volume. The 
walls of the test vessel are shaped as a rectangular plate with 
horizontal or vertical surfaces and ten f10w paths are defined 
to connect each control volume. For the simulation of an 
experiment， the KAEVER t巴stsare calculated in two steps 
according to the test procedure. The first step is thermal 
hydraulic calculations for pre園 conditioningphase-I whose 
initial and boundary conditions (for the rates of steam 
injection， heat injection， clearing Nz gas i吋巴ction，and air 
removal) are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3， respectively. 
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一
回
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ω
Table 1 lnitial Conditions for Phase-I 
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Fig.3 St叩 n池ir/HeatIniection for Phase-I 

The simulation results are compared with the measured 
finaI quasi田stationaryconditions at the end of phase-1. Apart 
from the initial tempera仇rredifference in the heat structures， 
most of the calculated heat structure temperatur巴sare very 
c10se to the measured values at the beginning of aerosol 
i吋巴ctionand depletion phase. The calculated仕endsof the 
vessel a倣lospheretempera同reand pressure in Fig. 4 show a 
very similar trend through the phasかnwith slight differences 
which are less than 0.1 bar and 2.50C respectively. The mass 
of sump water and N2 gas also shows good simulation for the 
provided data. Exceptions are the humidity for which the 
MELCOR code can not predict over 100%. 
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Fig. 4 Vessel Atmosphere Pressure and Temperature 

All thermal hydraulic results for K188 are found in ISP44 
Comparison Draft Report5) and are verified in a competi討on
betw巴en OECD nations where our thermal hydraulic 
simulation shows the most simi1ar approach. 

2. Aerosol Injection and Deposi姐on
The second step is aerosol injection and deposition 

calculations for main phase of the experiment whose 
boundary condition for the aerosol injection rate is shown in 
Fig. 5. The aerosol characteristic param巴tersare arranged in 
Table 2 and the aerosol deposition area used in a MELCOR 
calculation is compared in Table 3 with those values in the 
ISP44 report. Among the aerosol parameters， ISP44 
recommends including the solubility巴ffect(Van't Hoff 
factor) and Kelvin effect (surfa∞tension) for soluble and 
unsoluble aerosols， respectively. In 1¥屈LCOR，both effects 
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紅巳 treatedtogether by activation of the hygroscopic model. 
For solubility， original MELCOR model was found 
inappropriate in simulating the characteristic in Table 2 and 
changes are made which are described in the next paragraph. 
For Kelvin effect，民lliLCORhas no input to control the value 
of surface tension itself which makes it impossible to 
simulate the two巴ffectsseparately. So， the hygroscopic 
mod巴 is activated in the sim叫ation， considering 
supersaturated atmosphere conditions. Without the 
hygroscopic model， the aerosol (mainly wet aerosol) 
concentration in vessel atmosphere appears to keep high with 
litt1e deposition， which is considered unrealistic. 
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Fig. 5 Aerosol Injection for Aerosol Phase 

Parameter CsOH 

V olume median particle diameter [μm] 0.37 

Number median particle diameter [11m] 0.26 
Partic1e size distribution 1Qg閉normal
Geome仕icstandard deviation 1.45 

Qryaerosol density [kg/m3] 3675 

lvI()lecularWeight Ilcg!kmol] 150 

Surfa5~ J~nsion (Kelvin effect) none 

Solubi1iJy: (Van'tHofffactor) none 

Dyn創nicshap巴factor 1.0 
Agglom巴rationshape factor 1.0 

Table 2 Aerosol Characteristic Parameters 

MELCOR 
τ五ヲnT

Table 3 Aerosol D巴:positionArea 

The K-188 test is simulated using MELCOR1.8.5 to 
compare with the results using MELCORl.8.4 with old and 
new hygroscopic models. As shown in Fig. 6， the calculation 
results of vessel a加losphericconcentration in version 1.8.5 
show a large difference for dry aerosol， and show a good 
simulation for wet aerosol. Good simulation in wet aerosol 

concentration is judged to be ca田巴dby the巴nhan∞dvolume 
condensation model in version 1.8.5. The difference in dry 
aerosol concentration is evaluated to be caused by the 
hygroscopicity model defects in both v巴rsionsof 1.8.4 and 



The ISP44 tests are simulated using MELCOR 1.8.5 code 
with detailed nodalization scheme of control volume and heat 
structure. The code predictions for the wet aerosol 
concentration in the v邸 sel atmospher巴 showa strong 
relationship with the test results. For dry aerosols， the 
calculated concentration using modified hygroscopic model 
shows almost the same trend throughout the experiment 
period. The peak aerosol concentration in vesse1 atmosphere 
appears during the aerosol injection and then starts to 
decre出 e，resulting in about a half of atmospheric aerosol 
mass deposits during the next 1 000阿 secondperiod. 

For白eaerosol simulation， a good simulation of the 
thermal hydraulics is needed first. However， an emphasis is 
put on the time dependency and distribution of fission 
products and aerosols， which are most important to mitigate 
the accident (e.g. by venting) in this paper. Further立lOreラthe
r巴sults reflect the hygroscopic aerosol transport 姐 d
deposition under supersa旬rated(humidity of 100% and weak 
fog formation)且tmosphere∞nditions.High relative hurnidity 
is expected under severe accidents during an ear1y phase of a 
release into the containment because of the water quantities 
present in the containment or the considerable water 
quantities expected to be injected during accident 
'management measures in nuclear power plants目 Throughthis 
studyラ組 analytical pr巴diction capability of恥1ELCOR
thermal hydraulic and aerosol models is evaluated. 
Experimental results and code predictions would be used to 
quanti町thesafety margins existing in the safety systems of 
operatmg rea心tors，and to explore the possibilities of 
mitigating severe accident consequences. 

hygroscopic aerosol transport and deposition under 
supers刷 rated(humidity of 100% and weak fog formation) 
atmosphere conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS IV. 
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1.8.5. The figure shows that dry aerosol concentration shows 
a better simulation via modi命ingthe solubility effect in 
hygroscopic aerosol particles in a new hygroscopic model. In 
a old inodel， al1 elements are仕eatedto have the same 
solubility and ionization f恥torsas those of soluble elements， 
which results in the unsoluble elements having soluble 
characteristics. So， changes are made in which only CsI and 
CsOH， instead of all elements， are considered to be soluble. 

40自由。

The dry aerosol mass distribution on the floor (mainly 
sump)， ceiling/wall， and atmosphere is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 6 Aerosol Concen仕組onin Vessel A伽lOsphere
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Fig.7 Aerosol Deposition on Heat S位uctureSurfaces 

The results show that most ofiniected加 rosolmass， which 
was 11.8 g in the K188 test， goes to the floor as time goes on. 
Part ofthe injected aerosol mass goes to the floor even during 
the aerosol injection period and the peak aerosol 
concentration in vessel a伽lOsphereappears before the end of 
aerosol injection which was about 30%. As ca1culated， th巴

aerosol deposited :fraction at the end of aerosol injection is 
proportional ωthe aerosol injection period. At 1000 seconds 
after the end of aerosol injection， about 10% oftotal injected 
mass exists in vessel atmosphere and about 50% (:1:10%) of 
aerosol in vessel atmosphere deposits during this 1000 
seconds after the end of iniection. The resu1ts reflect the 
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